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Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an
Elden Lord in the Lands Between. A Vast World Full of Excitement A vast world where open fields
with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are
seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering unknown and overwhelming threats
await you, leading to a high sense of accomplishment. Create your Own Character In addition to
customizing the appearance of your

Features Key:

A world at the cusp of the boundaries of life and death.

A distinctive and unique story in which the player's actions are driven by their personal history
and feelings toward their Lord, and the role that they choose for themselves is the driver for
change.

An open world where the player can freely control their character, where every world is different
and a mystery.

City politics, moody NPCs, and dramatic confrontations, where your actions not only impact your
own character, but also those around you.

Sudden reminders of your destiny (with nothing dull, predictable, or linear), a world where your
actions and experience alter your journey.

A deep, three-dimensional combat system, where the battle plays out with multiple phases,
techniques and approaches where decisions and a sense of strategy must be made carefully.

A rich combative combat system that lets you enjoy the thrill of your sword and spear fighting in
real time.

Shared character progression, where you can virtually tailor your character, equip them with the
perfect pieces of equipment, and learn new skills at your leisure.

A unique, action RPG atmosphere enhanced by exhilarating combat that plays back in real time.

Innovative Elden Ring growth system, where powerful bonded weapons increase your wisdom to
apply the full power of the arcane in battle.

Built in the cloud, online play that lets you generate new cities and adventures while playing with
the seamless online feature.

Gorgeous hand-drawn art created by the virtual studio "90º KINGDOM".

Ear-ripping soundtrack by the virtual studio "Vicarious Visions" and Kiyoe Yoshikawa ("Super
Robot Wars 2"),
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